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You said “what”?

Photograph of Sarah and Shilo provided by Sue Hounslow.
TRIAL RESULTS

If you would like your trial results printed in the Werribee Wagger, please pass your results onto the Editor. Due to the limited space in the Wagger, only qualifying passes will be printed. You can also email your results to: newslettereditor@werribeeobediencedogs.org or collect a form from the training table, fill it out clearly and leave it at the office counter. NOTE: Please supply the dogs Title, NO abbreviations in regards to their passes and title gained.

DOG PHOTO’S ON THE CLUBROOM WALL:

If your dog gains a title, we would love to display their picture on the wall. The pre-requisite for a dog picture to go on the wall is that the dog must have gained an obedience, tracking, agility or endurance title first. You will need to provide an 8”x 10” picture (portrait only) and all your dog’s relevant details for a photo to go up on the wall. It is also your responsibility to inform the Secretary in writing if you require that your dog’s photo details need to be updated at any stage. If you have any queries, talk to the Secretary.

McINNES ENGINEERING PTY LTD
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476 Geelong Road

HOPPERS CROSSING VET CLINIC & HOSPITAL

LISTENING, CARING & PROVIDING CHOICES

Dr Joe Covelli  Dr Rosyln Choi
Dr Kristi Green  Dr Tim Ngor
Dr Peta Keown

5 Barber Drive, Hoppers Crossing, 3029
Phone 9748 – 6644
www.hopperscrossingvet.com.au